
DREAM SIXTEEN  

(For The Class of 2018) 

 

Dream Sixteen, and in dreaming find the peace 

That burns within you. Fill the holes of disillusion 

With fantasy, don’t let reality clog the mechanics  

Of your imagination. Try to ensure that the golden shadows 

Of your magical hope evade the winds of pain 

That blow through your mind from time to time. 

Stand strong in the darkness of loss, but never be afraid 

To cry. Cling to love. Cling to lovers tighter. Let 

The chance of happiness forever filter through your body. 

Push your roots deep into the soils of youth and truth 

And beauty. Don’t let life’s grime obscure your view 

Of the dream you work towards. Don’t worry about freedom, 

It will run to you if you keep on dreaming. Just let 

Oppressors oppress those who wish to lose the hopes 

Of their hearts, and don’t drift and fall into their trap 

Of hate and malice. Keep loving. Keep caring. Stay young 

And strive to stay happy. Always listen to the pounding 

Of your heart and follow it as it wanders from land 

To land and hand to hand. Don’t give up on your romantic 

Illusions. Never give up on your fragile heart 

(Unless you need to). At all times keep a candle glowing 

In your soul. Watch the flame dance higher and wilder 

As you live out your dreams. Sing your song to every leaf 

On every branch of every tree in every forest. Let your voice 

Be known to every ear that understands your song. 

Keep laughing. Keep breathing free. Try to remember us  

With kindness. We will not forget the dreamers who shine 

Behind your eyes. So dream, Sixteen, and life will dream 

In time with you, and in dreaming you will be drawn together, 

Your spirits dancing free in a shining world of happiness. 
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